Hori Y, Minamimoto T, Kimura M. Neuronal encoding of reward value and direction of actions in the primate putamen. J Neurophysiol 102: 3530 -3543, 2009. First published October 7, 2009 doi:10.1152/jn.00104.2009. Decision making and action selection are influenced by the values of benefit, reward, cost, and punishment. Mapping of the positive and negative values of external events and actions occurs mainly via the discharge rates of neurons in the cerebral cortex, the amygdala, and the basal ganglia. However, it remains unclear how the reward values of external events and actions encoded in the basal ganglia are integrated into reward value-based control of limb-movement actions through the corticobasal ganglia loops. To address this issue, we investigated the activities of presumed projection neurons in the putamen of macaque monkeys performing a visually instructed GO-NOGO button-press task for large and small rewards. Regression analyses of neuronal discharge rates, actions, and reward values revealed three major categories of neurons. First, neurons activated during the preinstruction delay period were selective to either the GO(large reward)-NOGO(small reward) or NOGO(large reward)-GO(small reward) combinations, although the actions to be instructed were not predictable. Second, during the postinstruction epoch, GO and NOGO action-related activities were highly selective to reward size. The pre-and postinstruction activities of a large subset of neurons were also selective to cue position or GO-response direction. Third, neurons activated during both the pre-and postinstruction epochs were selective to both action and reward size. The results support the view that putamen neurons encode reward value and direction of actions, which may be a basis for mediating the processes leading from reward-value mapping to guiding ongoing actions toward their expected outcomes and directions.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Decisions on which actions to perform are either automatic or taken after consideration. We anticipate favorable circumstances and quickly take the most desirable action options if they arise; if not, we take those action options that are expected to lead to desirable future outcomes. The important determinants in decision making and action selection are the values of benefit, reward, cost, and punishment (Bautista et al. 2001; Rescorla and Wagner 1972; Schultz 2006) . Although the actions are rapid, smooth, and reliable at impending higher value outcomes, they are slower and more erroneous if the anticipated options are available not for current actions but for later action (Konorski 1967; Shidara et al. 1998; Watanabe et al. 2001) .
The mapping of positive and negative values of outcomes of external events and actions occurs mostly in the cerebral cortex, amygdala, and basal ganglia. The discharge rates of neurons in the prefrontal and parietal cortices increase or decrease depending on the value of reward assigned to external events or intended actions (Leon and Shadlen 1999; Platt and Glimcher 1999; Roesch and Olson 2004; Sugrue et al. 2004 ). The amygdala displays prominent signals related to primary rewards and aversive stimuli and to stimuli predicting rewards and aversive stimuli (Belova et al. 2008; LeDoux 2007; Paton et al. 2006; Whalen et al. 2004) . A subset of monkey caudate nucleus neurons discharge at high frequencies during the preinstruction delay period when a particular stimulus or action was associated with a large reward (Lauwereyns et al. 2002a,b; Takikawa et al. 2002) . During trial-and-error choices of monkeys, a group of putamen and caudate nucleus neurons exhibit activity encoding both higher and lower reward probabilities of either one of two action options (action values) (Samejima et al. 2005) . Reward values of currently chosen actions (chosen values) are represented by the neuronal activity in the basal ganglia (Lau and Glimcher 2008; Pasquereau et al. 2007 ) and dopamine neurons (Morris et al. 2006) . Reward value signals in the basal ganglia are transferred to the cerebral motor areas via the thalamocortical loops to modulate limb-movement processes Middleton and Strick 2000) and to the brain stem for eye-and axial-movement processes (Hikosaka et al. 2006; Takakusaki et al. 2004) .
It remains unclear, however, how the reward values of external events and actions encoded in the neuronal activity of the basal ganglia are integrated into the reward-value-based control of limb-movement via the corticobasal ganglia loops. We show, using a GO-NOGO button-press task for large and small rewards in monkeys, that the activities of putamen neurons during the preinstruction delay and/or postinstruction action periods were highly selective to the association of actions with large-and small-reward outcomes and to the directions of GO responses or task-cue position. Only a small subset of neurons encoded actions independent of the reward values of their outcomes. These data indicate that putamen neurons encode reward value and direction of actions, which may mediate the processes leading from action-value mapping to the valuation and guidance of ongoing actions toward their expected outcomes and directions.
M E T H O D S

Subjects and surgical procedures
Three male Japanese monkeys (Macaca fuscata, monkeys MA, SJ, and KT) weighing 6.6 -7.5 kg were used in this study. All surgical and experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine and were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. A stainless steel or polyacetal rectangular chamber for recording neuronal activity in the striatum was surgically placed laterally at a 45°angle to the dorsoventral axis, with recording electrodes directed toward the putamen according to Horsley-Clarke stereotaxic coordinates (A17.0, H11.5, L11.5).
Behavioral tasks
The monkeys sat in a primate chair in a sound-attenuated and electrically shielded room. A wood panel containing a rectangular, illuminated hold button and two instruction/target buttons (Fig. 1A) was placed 30 cm from the monkey's face. The two instruction/target buttons were separated by 8 cm, subtended 15°of visual field, and were 6.5 cm above the hold button. These locations were chosen for monkeys to detect and depress them without difficulty. The two target buttons were symmetrical from the hold button. The monkeys learned the GO-NOGO task with asymmetric rewards (Minamimoto et al. 2005) .
To start individual trials, monkeys MA and KT depressed the hold button after it had been illuminated, whereas monkey SJ depressed the hold button without its being illuminated. When the monkeys pressed the hold button for 200 -600 ms with their right hands (contralateral to the striatal recording), either the right or left instruction/target button was illuminated yellow in a random order, with an average probability of 50% (Cue in Fig. 1A) . After a 1.2-to 2.2-s delay, the yellow light turned to either green or red. If it was green, the GO instruction, the monkeys released the hold button and depressed the illuminated button (Target) within 4 s. Thus GO responses were directed to either the right or the left target. When the instruction button was red, the NOGO instruction, the monkeys pressed the hold button for another 0.7 to 0.8 s. Correct responses were followed by either a 1-kHz tone (duration 100 ms) and a succeeding large reward (LR, 0.3 ml water) or a 300-Hz tone and small reward (SR, 0.1 ml water).
There were two action-reward combinations in the behavioral task: GO(LR) versus NOGO(SR) and NOGO(LR) versus GO(SR), where GO(LR) denotes GO for a large-reward outcome; NOGO(SR) denotes NOGO for a small reward, and so on. One combination, a single block of 60 to 90 trials, was alternated with the other combination without an external signal. Thus during one combination, the green and red action-instruction lights meant GO(LR) and NOGO(SR), respectively, whereas during the other they meant NOGO(LR) and GO(SR), respectively. A block of trials with single action-reward combinations was switched usually once, but in 57 of 157 neurons like those in Fig. 2 , the action-reward combination was switched two times to ensure stable recording and reproducibility of neuronal activity. The two types of action instructions occurred in a random order at an average probability of 0.5.
Error trials occurred when monkeys released the hold button before an action instruction appeared, failed to keep pressing the hold button in NOGO trials, or failed to press a target button within 4 s after the GO instruction. When monkeys made an error, all light-emitting diodes (LEDs) flashed and the trial with the same action instruction appeared again. We did not use the data from error trials or from repeat trials after error trials. Because the time limits for the GO and NOGO responses were 4 and 0.8 s, respectively, it was possible for the monkeys to release the hold button for Ͼ0.8 s after the GO, as well as the NOGO, instructions. If the monkeys used this strategy, they did not perform the GO or NOGO actions but just performed a single action, a delayed button release. However, this was not the case. All three monkeys released the hold button within 0.8 s after the GO instruction with significantly shorter reaction times after a GO-largereward instruction than those after a GO-small-reward instruction, as shown in Fig. 1C . In a very small number of GO-small-reward trials (51 of 779 trials, 6%), the reaction time of monkey SJ was Ͼ0.8 s.
Single-cell recordings
Action potentials of single neurons were recorded from the putamen in the left hemisphere (the region from A13 to A22 of the Horsley-Clarke atlas) of three monkeys. We used epoxy-coated tungsten microelectrodes to record and a template-matching algorithm (multispike detector; Alpha Omega Engineering, Nazareth Illit, Israel) to isolate single-neuron discharges. We ensured recordings were from single neurons before sampling data and excluded data from the analysis when neuronal discharges appeared susceptible to contamination from unstable recordings. Striatal projection neurons and tonically active neurons (TANs, presumed cholinergic interneurons) were identified based on their background discharge rates and action potential waveforms (Aosaki et al. 1995 A: sequence of events during a GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) combination of trials in which GO trials were followed by a large reward (LR) and NOGO trials by a small reward (SR). B: GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) and NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) combinations occurred separately in 60 -90 trials each. Green and red bars indicate GO and NOGO trials, respectively. C: distribution of GO reaction times for large and small reward in 3 monkeys. D: error rate during NOGO trials for LR and SR (mean Ϯ SD). Total number of NOGO trials were 5,948 (MA), 2,796 (KT), and 779 (SJ). *P Ͻ 0.05 and **P Ͻ 0.0001 (in C and D) indicate significant difference in two-sample t-test, respectively.
show low spontaneous firing rates (Ͻ2 spikes/s) and phasic discharges in relation to one or more behavioral task events (Kimura et al. 1996) . Eye movements were monitored by measuring the corneal reflections of an infrared light beam via a video camera with a time resolution of 4 ms.
Data analysis
We recorded the activities of a total of 358 neurons in the putamen. Among them, we identified 257 presumed projection neurons and 101 presumed cholinergic interneurons (TANs), on the basis of their electrophysiological properties (Apicella et al. 1991; Kimura et al. 1990 ). We examined the discharge rates of each recorded neuron during three task epochs: 1) the 600-ms period (1,000 -1,600 ms) before the illumination of the hold button for monkeys MA and KT or the 600-ms period (1,000 -1,600 ms) before the depression of the hold button by monkey SJ (background activity); 2) the 600-ms period preceding the instruction onset (preinstruction activity); and 3) the 600-ms period after the instruction onset (postinstruction activity).
The intertrial interval, from the reinforcement beeps to the onset of hold button in the next trial, was 4 s in monkeys MA and KT, whereas monkey SJ depressed the hold button in a self-paced manner. All monkeys released the target button (GO trials) or hold button (NOGO trials) within 1 s after the reinforcement beeps and became quiet while waiting for the forthcoming illumination of the hold button. A considerable number of neurons were activated both just before and after the illumination of the hold button (65/257) and just before the cue onset (30/257). Therefore we defined the first epoch as the 600-ms period (1,000 -1,600 ms) before the hold-button onset or hold-button depression.
In each epoch, a significant change in discharge rate was evaluated by comparing it with the background rate (P Ͻ 0.05, two-sample Wilcoxon test). The background rates were very low (1.13 Ϯ 1.55 spikes/s) and we did not detect any significant decreases in discharge rates. In this study, we focused on the 159 neurons that exhibited significant increases of the pre-and/or postinstruction rates. The "R" statistical computing environment (R Development Core Team 2004) was used for data analyses.
Regression analysis
We used multiple linear regression analyses to determine how the increased discharge rates of individual neurons during the task epochs were related to actions (GO or NOGO), reward size (small or large), action-reward combination [GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) or NOGO(LR)-GO(SR)], and cue position (left or right). For preinstruction activity, discharge rates during the 600-ms period (Y) were fitted by the following multiple linear regression model
where ARC is the action-reward combination [1 and Ϫ1 for the GO ( of the n independent variable (action-reward combination and cue position in this case) and the dependent variable (neuronal discharge rate), respectively. For postinstruction activity, discharge rates during the 600-ms period (Y) were fitted by the following multiple linear regression model
where ACT is the action (1 and Ϫ1 for GO and NOGO); RWS is the reward size (1 and Ϫ1 for LR and SR); AAR is the association of action-reward [1 for GO(LR) and NOGO(SR), Ϫ1 for GO(SR) and NOGO(LR)]; and b action , b reward size , and b association of action-reward were the regression coefficients. We classified neurons based on combinations of significant regression coefficients as summarized in Table 1 To examine tuning of neuronal activity to direction of GO responses or position of the NOGO instruction, discharge rates during the 600-ms period after the GO or NOGO instructions were fitted by the following multiple linear regression model, respectively
where DIR is the direction of the GO or NOGO instruction (1 and Ϫ1 for left and right, respectively) and b direction and b reward size are the regression coefficients. For example, if the b direction was positive, we regarded the neuron as left preferential. The position of the GO instruction (left or right) is supposed to evoke visual responses to the green LED on the instructed side as well as a hand projection to the instructed direction; however, that of the NOGO instruction is supposed to evoke visual responses to the red LED on the instructed side. It also evokes the NOGO behavior that is independent of the position of the instruction.
Time course of changes in the preinstruction activity and that of GO-response reaction time before and after reversals of action-reward combination
We examined the time course of changes in neuronal discharge rates before and after the alternation of action-reward combinations and that of GO-response reaction times. Discharge rates of individual neurons with significantly increased preinstruction activity [22 pre-GO(LR)-type and 13 pre-NOGO(LR)-type] were determined on a trial-by-trial basis during the 600-ms period before the action-reward instruction. In 13 GO(LR)-type neurons, neuronal activity was recorded during a block of trials with the GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) combination, then during another block of trials with the NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) combination (Fig. 3A) ; in the remaining 9 GO(LR)-type neurons, the action-reward size combination was switched from NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) to GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) (Fig. 3B ). Then, for 10 trials before and after the switch of the action-reward size combination, neuronal discharge rates and GO-response reaction times were averaged over these 13 and 9 neurons, separately, and smoothed (moving averages in three trials starting from the switch). Because the GO and NOGO instructions occurred at random, the number of cases involved in individual trials before and after the combination switch were not the same.
Correlation of latency of neuronal activation after action-reward instruction and GO-response reaction time
To examine the temporal relation between neuronal activation and the GO-response reaction time, we made a correlation analysis on a trial-by-trial basis. In GO(LR)-, GO(SR)-, and GO-type neurons, the background interval was calculated as the average interspike interval for all the spikes that occurred during the 600-ms background epoch (see Data analysis). Then, we determined the onset latency of neuronal activation by examining the time intervals of consecutive sets of two neighboring spikes that occurred during the postinstruction period (600-ms window following the action-reward instruction): the first interval between two spikes shorter than the background interval was regarded as the onset of activation and the time interval between instruction and the first of these spikes was taken to be the latency of activation. If all intervals of spikes within the 600-ms window were longer than the background interval, onset of activation was not detected for the trial. Additionally, if the GO-response reaction times were Ͼ0.8 s, onset of release movement was not detected for the trial (see Behavioral tasks). The latency of neuronal activation and reaction time were determined during GO(LR) trials for GO(LR)-type neurons, GO(SR) trials for GO(SR)-type neurons, and both GO(LR) and GO(SR) trials for GO-type neurons. In this analysis, onset of activation was detected in 75% of trials on average and was not detected in the remaining trials, mostly because no spikes were present.
Relation between neuronal discharge rate and GO-response reaction or movement time
We examined the relationship between postinstruction activity and GO-response reaction or movement time in GO(LR)-, GO(SR)-, and GO-type neurons. For individual GO trials, discharge rates during the 600-ms window after the instruction and the reaction or movement 
Postinstruction activity was classified based on the combination of significance of regression coefficient for action, reward size, and association of action-reward in Eq. 2 (see METHODS). "ϩ" and "Ϫ" indicate that regression coefficient is significantly positive and negative, respectively (P Ͻ 0.05, t-test). times were determined. The discharge rates (Y GO ) were fitted by the following multiple linear regression model
where RT is the reaction time (the time difference between GO instruction and release of hold button); MT is the movement time (the time difference between hold button release and target button press); and b 0 and e are the intercept and residual, respectively. Statistical significance of the regression coefficient was evaluated using a t-test at P Ͻ 0.05.
Histological identification of recording sites in the putamen
At the end of all recording experiments, small electrolytic lesions were made at 20 locations along 10 selected electrode tracks in the putamen while the monkeys were quietly sitting on the primate chair. In many cases microlesions were made at the border between the putamen and the external segment of the globus pallidus under the guide of neuronal discharge properties (Fig. 14) . Direct anodal current (20 A) was passed through tungsten microelectrodes for 30 s. The monkeys were deeply anesthetized with Nembutal (60 mg/kg, administered intraperitoneally) and perfused transcardially with 10% formalin in 0.9% NaCl solution. Coronal sections of the striatum, 50 m in thickness, were stained with cresyl violet. Electrode tracks through the putamen were reconstructed on the histology sections using the electrolytic lesion marks as reference points and the locations of the recorded neurons were identified. The recording sites in monkey MA were in the dorsal part of the putamen and caudal to the anterior commissure (Fig. 14) . In monkeys KT and SJ, recordings were made in similar parts of the putamen, but were located in not only the dorsal but also a little more of the ventral part of the putamen (not shown).
R E S U L T S
Modulation of behavioral responses by the expected reward size
Average reaction times for releasing the hold button after the GO instruction were significantly shorter during the GO(LR)-
NOGO(SR) combination than during the NOGO(LR)-GO(SR)
combination in all three monkeys (Fig. 1C) . On the other hand, the number of errors made during NOGO(LR) trials was significantly lower than that during NOGO(SR) trials (Fig.  1D) . The major type of errors made during NOGO trials was the release of the hold button before the required time (0.7-0.8 s) had passed. In both GO and NOGO trials, there was no trend as to when the errors were made relative to the block changes (Supplemental Fig. S1 ).
1 Thus the monkeys' performance of GO and NOGO actions was modulated by the expected reward size: quick and reliable movements for a large reward and sluggish and erroneous movements for a small reward. A shorter reaction time in GO(LR) than that in GO(SR) trials and a smaller number of errors in NOGO(LR) than that in NOGO(SR) trials suggest that the monkeys were biased toward large-reward actions before the action-reward instructions came.
All three monkeys kept depressing the hold button longer during the large-reward NOGO trials than during the smallreward NOGO trials (P Ͻ 0.0001, two-sample t-test). However, further study is necessary to examine whether the holding time in NOGO trials was modulated by the expected reward because, in this study, release of the hold button occurred after prolonged orofacial movements (Supplemental Fig. S2A ) to consume the reward water after large-reward trials.
Neuronal correlates of action-based anticipation of large-reward-associated instructions
We recorded from 257 phasically active, presumed projection neurons in the putamen. Among them, 159 (102 from monkey MA, 43 from monkey KT, 14 from monkey SJ) showed significant increases in discharge rates before and/or after action instructions and 38 of them (24%) exhibited a significant increase in discharge rate during the preinstruction delay period (see METH-ODS) . These neurons exhibited gradually increasing discharge rates 1 The online version of this article contains supplemental data. up to the time of the action-reward instruction during either the GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) combination block (such as Fig. 2A , top and bottom) or GO(SR)-NOGO(LR) block (such as Fig. 2B ). The activity started after onset of the cue on either the right or left side (three downward arrows above raster histograms), but did not evoke short-latency phasic activation. After it reached its peak at around the time of the action-reward instruction, it rapidly stopped discharging. There was no apparent increase in discharges during the NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) combination block ( Fig. 2A, middle) . In contrast, another subset of neurons were activated during the preinstruction period in the NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) combination (Fig. 2B, top and bottom) but not in the GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) combination (Fig. 2B, middle) . We used multiple linear regressions to quantitatively estimate the preference of the preinstruction activity for the type of action-reward combinations (Eq. 1 in METHODS). Standardized regression coefficients of the 38 neurons showed a bimodal distribution (Fig. 2C) and most of them (35/38, 92%) had significantly positive or negative coefficients (P Ͻ 0.05). Twenty-two neurons had positive coefficients, discharging more during the GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) combination than during the NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) combination [pre-GO(LR)-type], whereas 13 neurons had negative coefficients, discharging more during the NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) combination [pre-NOGO(LR)-type]. The remaining three neurons exhibited similar discharge rates in the two types of action-reward combinations and had no significant regression coefficients (Fig. 2C, white  bars) . The temporal patterns of preinstruction activity may give a different impression between the two example neurons: a gradual increase as the instruction time approaches for pre-GO(LR)-type; and high from the start of the cue and remaining elevated for pre-NOGO(LR) type (Fig. 2, A and  B) . However, the ensemble averages of preinstruction activity of 22 pre-GO(LR)-type neurons and of 13 pre-NOGO(LR)-type neurons were indistinguishable (Supplemental Fig. S3 ), indicating no difference in the temporal pattern of activities. In addition, the preinstruction activity of the GO and NOGO actions (Fig. 2, A-1 and B-1 ) and the cue positions (Fig. 2,  A-2 and B-2) under the same action-reward combinations was not different.
Although it was not possible for monkeys to specifically predict either of the two actions (GO or NOGO) due to their randomized occurrence, they could anticipate the most desirable of the two alternative action-reward size combinations. Thus the preinstruction activity might contribute to modulating postinstruction behavioral responses oriented to their expected outcomes. We examined the relationship between neuronal discharge rates and the changes of instructed behavioral responses at the reversal of action-reward size combinations. There were two cases of reversal: one from the NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) to GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) combination block and the other from the GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) to NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) block, depending on which block the monkey was performing when recording was started on a particular neuron. In pre-GO(LR)-type neurons, discharge rates rapidly decreased in a negatively correlated manner with the lengthening of reaction times during the switch from the GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) to the NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) block (Fig. 3A) . Conversely, at the alternation from NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) to GO(LR)-NOGO(SR), a rapid increase in discharge rate occurred, with a rapid shortening of reaction time during the switch from the NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) to GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) block (Fig. 3B) . Discharge rates of pre-NOGO(LR)-type neurons changed in parallel with reaction times after the combination switch (Fig. 3, C and D) . Thus the neuronal discharge rates during the preinstruction delay period occurred selectively with respect to the reward size expected after a specific action and changed rapidly and in close parallel with the reaction times of behavioral responses at the alteration of action-reward combinations.
The responses of striatal neurons are tuned to the spatial location of visual instructions for movements or to the intended directions of eye or limb movements Kawagoe et al. 1998; Kimura 1990; Lee et al. 2006; Pasquereau et al. 2007 ). We examined whether and how the preinstruction activity of putamen neurons was modulated by the position, either right or left, of the cue indicating the action-reward type instruction or by the combination of action and reward size. The example of a pre-GO(LR)-type neuron shown in Fig. 4A exhibited strong sustained discharges before instructions during GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) blocks and much smaller activity during NOGO(LR)-GO(SR) blocks. The preinstruction activity was also modulated by cue position, yielding higher spike frequencies after the right cue than after the left cue. Figure 4B shows the activity of a pre-NOGO(LR)-type neuron with preferences for the left cue over the right cue. The discharge rates of 7 of 22 (31%) pre-GO(LR)-type neurons and 8 of 13 (61%) pre-NOGO(LR)-type neurons were significantly tuned to either left or right cue positions (Fig. 4, C and D) . The instruction for action-reward type was preceded by a yellow LED, which was the cue for the position (right or left) of the forthcoming action-reward instruction. A small subset of neu- A comparison of standardized regression coefficients for action-reward combination with those of cue position showed that the discharge rates of 20 neurons were modulated by the action-reward combination and not by cue position (red plots in Fig. 5, A and B) , whereas those of two neurons were modulated by cue position only (green plots). Activities of the other 15 neurons were modulated by both action-reward combination and cue position (cyan plots). The average regression coefficient for cue position in 15 neurons with modulation by both action-reward combination and cue position (0.28 Ϯ 0.10) was significantly smaller than that for action-reward combination (0.48 Ϯ 0.18; mean Ϯ SD; P Ͻ 0.001, t-test). This suggests weaker modulatory effects of cue position than action-reward combination on the activity of this group of neurons. Two of the three neurons without selectivity to action-reward combination were selective to cue position, whereas the remaining one had no selectivity to cue position. The average regression coefficient for cue position in all neurons (n ϭ 38, 0.16 Ϯ 0.18) was significantly smaller than that for the action-reward combination (0.50 Ϯ 0.18; P Ͻ
0.0001, t-test).
The gradually increasing activity up to the time of the action-reward instruction may underlie anticipation of largereward instructions based on their associated GO or NOGO actions while orienting to the cue position.
Reward-size-specific encoding of actions after instruction
When an action-reward instruction occurred and the behavioral response followed, a large number of neurons (153/159, 96%) exhibited significant increases in their discharge rates. Our goal was to examine how the neuronal activity related to instructed actions contributes to the processes leading from valuation of actions to value-based control of the actions. We measured the selectivity of postinstruction activities and classified them using a multiple linear regression analysis with actions (GO or NOGO), reward size (large or small), and association of action-reward [GO(LR) and NOGO(SR) or GO(SR) and NOGO(LR)] as regressors (Eq. 2 and Supplemental Fig. S4 ). Among the 153 neurons that exhibited significantly increased discharge rates during the postinstruction epochs, the most common form of activity was of the action-reward-association type [GO(LR); NOGO(LR); GO(SR); NOGO(SR)] (Fig. 6 and Supplemental Table S1 ). The GO-and NOGO-related neuronal activities are aligned to the action-reward instructions in Fig. 7 . Figure 7A shows an example of activity of a GO(LR)-type neuron exhibiting phasic activation after the GO(LR) instruction, but almost no activation after the other instructions, such as GO(SR), NOGO(LR), and NOGO(SR). In contrast, the GO(SR)-type neuron in Fig. 7B exhibited strong activation after the GO(SR) instruction, but almost no activation after the GO(LR), NOGO(LR), and NOGO(SR) instructions. The NOGO(SR)-type neuron in Fig. 7C was activated exclusively after the NOGO instruction during the GO(LR)-NOGO(SR) combination and the GO-type neuron in Fig. 7D exhibited phasic discharges at similar magnitudes after GO(LR) and GO(SR) instructions.
A Table S1 ). Among these complex-association types, the number of GO, NOGO(SR)-type neurons was substantial, which might suggest some specific roles (Supplemental Fig.  S4, C and D) . Thus about three fourths (115/153, 75%) of the neurons were selectively activated during GO or NOGO actions in association with reward size (action-reward-association type or complex-association type). Among the remaining neurons, about one fifth (29/153, 19%) were either "action"-type without selectivity to reward size (GO; NOGO) or "reward"-type independent of actions (LR; SR) (Supplemental Fig. S4, E and F) . The LR-and SR-type activities might have some relationship to orofacial movements that occurred primarily after the LR condition (Supplemental Fig. S2A ). We examined how much the activities of these various types of neurons were tuned to the types of action-reward associations by comparing discharge rates during different action-reward size associations. Among the five categories of action-reward association neurons and two categories of action-type neurons, discharge rates during the postinstruction period in the NOGO(LR)-type and NOGO(SR)-type neurons increased significantly above background levels (see METHODS) under one particular association, indicating sharp tuning to the actionreward association (Fig. 8) . The average normalized discharge rates at the best action-reward associations (0.98 Ϯ 0.30) were significantly higher than those at the worst associations (0.23 Ϯ 0.10; mean Ϯ SD; P Ͻ 0.0001, two-sample t-test). We examined eye-movement behavior during the GO and NOGO actions. Eye movements had a tendency to stabilize at around the time of the action-reward instructions and the time of button release after the GO instruction (Supplemental Fig.  S2B ). In contrast to the high selectivity of the postinstruction activity to reward size, eye movement did not appear to be consistently different between the LR and SR conditions, although it was different between the GO and NOGO actions.
smaller subset of neurons were categorized as complexassociation type [GO(LR),NOGO(SR); GO(SR),NOGO(LR); GO,NOGO(SR); GO,NOGO(LR); NOGO,GO(SR)] (Supplemental
We found that some of the GO-related activities were modulated by the direction of the GO action in addition to action-reward associations. Figure 9A shows four spike density histograms of the activity of a GO(LR)-type neuron after the GO instruction during large-and small-reward conditions and right and left directions. The largest activation occurred after the GO(LR) instruction requesting GO responses to the right target, whereas the GO(LR) instruction to the left target evoked almost no neuronal activation. Among 20 GO(LR)-type neurons, 3 preferred targets on the left, 5 preferred right, and 12 had no preferred direction (Fig. 9B) . Directional preferences for 20 GO(SR)-type neurons and for 18 GO-type neurons are shown in Fig. 9 , C and D and E and F, respectively.
Standardized regression coefficients with directional preference in the GO-related activity of 107 neurons are plotted as a function of those for reward size in Fig. 10A . Among them, 36 (33%) had significant regression coefficients only for reward size, 14 (13%) had only for direction, and 33 (31%) had for both reward size and direction (Fig. 10C) . Average regression coefficients of the GO-related activity for direction (0.21 Ϯ 0.16) was smaller than that for reward size (0.32 Ϯ 0.20; P Ͻ 
0.0001, t-test).
A similar plot for the NOGO-related activity is shown in Fig. 10B . In contrast to GO-related activity, NOGOrelated activity of a large subset of neurons (56/82, 68%) had significant regression coefficients only for reward size (Fig.  10D) . Average regression coefficients for the position of the NOGO instruction (0.13 Ϯ 0.10) were significantly smaller than those for reward size (0.37 Ϯ 0.21; P Ͻ 0.0001, t-test), suggesting weaker effects of the position of the NOGO instruction than those of reward size. This was consistent with the selectivity of preinstruction activity to action-reward combination and to cue position. The proportion of GO-related neurons with a significant directional modulation was small (31/107, blue plot in Fig. 10A ). However, it was significantly larger than that of NOGO-related neurons with significant modulation by the position of the visual instruction (11/82, blue plot in Fig.  10B ; 2 ϭ 5.63, P ϭ 0.02). Taken together, the data show a remarkable property of the postinstruction activity-that in a large subset of neurons, it was specifically activated under particular action-reward size associations. In addition, the GO(SR)-type and NOGO(SR)-type neurons (n ϭ 38) tuned to small reward were as prevalent as, or more prevalent than, the GO(LR)-type and NOGO(LR)-type neurons (n ϭ 28) tuned to large reward outcomes ( 2 ϭ 1.56, P ϭ 0.21). A subset of neurons (29/159) exhibited both pre-and postinstruction activity. The activity of such a neuron is shown in Supplemental Fig. S5 . The preferred actions, reward sizes, and combinations thereof for these neurons during the pre-and postinstruction periods are summarized in Supplemental Table S2 .
Relationships between postinstruction activity and GO response parameters
Although the basal ganglia were traditionally considered to play a major role in initiating behaviors, the limb-and eyemovement-related activities of striatal neurons occur at various times, but mostly late, in relation to the onset of behavioral responses (DeLong et al. 1986; Fujii and Graybiel 2005; Hikosaka et al. 2000; Jaeger et al. 1995; Kimura 1990; Lau and Glimcher 2007; Romo et al. 1992; Williams and Eskandar 2006) . We examined the temporal relationships among the GO responserelated phasic discharges, the GO instruction (Fig. 11A) , and the onset of GO reactions (Fig. 11B) . Discharge rates in the GO(LR)-and GO-type neurons were highest about 50 -60 ms after the onset of GO actions (Fig. 11B, top and bottom) . In GO(SR)-type neurons, in contrast, the peak discharges during the GO(SR) trials occurred about 100 ms before the movement onset, whereas those during the GO(LR) trials occurred after that (Fig. 11B, middle) .
The timing of activation of the prime mover muscles (flexor carpi ulnaris) in relation to the onset of the release movement was very similar between the GO(LR) and GO(SR) trials (Supplemental Fig. S2C ). However, it appeared at a shorter latency after the GO(LR) instruction than that after the GO(SR) instruction, like GO(LR)-and GO-type neurons (Fig. 11A) .
To further examine the temporal relations of neuronal activity and behavioral responses, we made trial-by-trial analyses of the relationships between latencies of neuronal activation after instruction with behavioral movement onset (reaction time). In Fig. 12 are shown raster and histograms of example activities of GO(LR)-, GO(SR)-and GO-type neurons and correlations of their latencies of activation against GO-response reaction times. In most of the GO(SR)-type neurons (17/20), there were significant positive correlations between latencies of neuronal activation and reaction times (gray columns in Fig. 12B, bottom) . In contrast, positive correlations were observed in only a small number of GO(LR)-type neurons (7/20, Fig. 12A ) and GO-type neurons [6/18 during GO(LR) trials; 8/18 during GO(SR) trials; Fig. 12, C and D] . This could be due to the larger variation in reaction time distribution during GO(SR) than that during GO(LR) trials, as shown in Fig. 1C . However, correlation coefficients were not significantly different between GO(SR) and GO(LR) trials in GO-type neurons (P ϭ 0.50, paired t-test), suggesting that variation in reaction time distribution was not the main factor. Thus the temporal relationships between postinstruction activity and behavioral reactions were not uniform among the types of putamen neurons, but were different depending on the way they encoded the actions and outcomes. Although activities of GO(LR)-and GO-type neurons occurred late relative to the onset of behavioral responses, those of GO(SR)-type neurons were earlier and highly correlated in time with the onsets of the following GO responses for small rewards. In only a small number of the GO(LR)-and GO-type neurons were phasic postinstruction discharges correlated with the onset of the GO responses.
We examined the relation between discharge rates during the postinstruction period (600 ms) and GO-response reaction times or movement times on a trial-by-trial basis (Fig. 13A) by multiple liner regression analysis (Eqs. 4 and 5) . Regression coefficients were significant in 19 of 58 GO-related neurons [GO(LR)-type, 6/20; GO(SR)-type, 5/20; 8/18] (Fig.  13B, filled circles) . In 16 of the 19 neurons, regression coefficients were negative, indicating that the discharge rate increased when reaction time was short. Most of these small subset of neurons with significant regressions for reaction time also had significant regressions for reward size [GO(LR)-type, 5/6; GO(SR)-type, 5/5; GO-type, 3/8]. The discharge rates of 11 neurons [GO(LR)-type, 3/20; GO(SR)-type, 6/20; GO-type, 2/18] had significant regression coefficients with movement times (Supplemental Fig. S6 ). These results are consistent with previous observations that one third of caudate neurons examined showed a significant correlation between discharge rate and velocity and latency of saccade in a visual task, whereas the discharge rates of most neurons were modulated by outcome conditions (Itoh et al. 2003 ; also see Fig. 14, cited earlier in METHODS).
D I S C U S S I O N
We examined the activities of presumed projection neurons in the putamen of monkeys performing a GO-NOGO buttonpress task with asymmetric reward. We observed that, before the random action-reward instructions, a large subset of neurons encoded expected large-reward outcomes based on their associated actions and on cue position. On reversal of the action-reward combinations, the preinstruction discharge rates shifted in close correlation with the shift in reaction times of the GO behavioral response. After action-reward instructions occurred, a large number of task-related neurons exhibited behavioral response-related activity that was strongly modulated by the action type, expected reward size, and direction of action. The majority of GO-large reward-type and GO-type neurons started discharging before the onset of the GO response, but the major activity occurred after initiation of the GO response, whereas the peak discharges of GO-small reward-type neurons occurred about 100 ms before the GO response onset.
Neuronal activities in the primate putamen and external segment of the globus pallidus were modulated by direction of hand movement and by reward value (Pasquereau et al. 2007 ).
The present results, concerning postinstruction activity, greatly extended these previous observations. We introduced the GO-NOGO task with an asymmetric reward to differentiate the modulation of neuronal activity by movement directions from that by type of movements. This is impossible to do if single movements with different directions are used as a behavioral task. We found that a large subset of neurons with postinstruction activity was modulated by action type and reward size (Fig. 8) , whereas a smaller subset were modulated exclusively by action type or by reward size. The activity of about a third of the GO-related neurons was modulated by reward size, another third by both reward size and direction of the GO behavioral response, and a small subset of neurons were modulated exclusively by direction (Fig. 10C) . Another unique finding of the present study was that most of the NOGO-related neurons were selective to reward size (Fig. 10D ), whereas only a small subset of neurons were selective to the position of the NOGO instruction or to both position and reward size. Thus these results revealed that the critical determinants of actions, type and direction of action, and reward size are represented in the postinstruction activity of single neurons, mostly in an associated manner (e.g., between action and reward size or between reward size and direction) and partly in a singular manner (i.e., only action, reward size, or direction). This may be an efficient way of mediating the processes leading from action-value mapping to the valuation and guidance of ongoing actions toward their expected outcomes and directions.
From value mapping of actions to value-based selection of actions
The activity of most neurons during the preinstruction delay period may underlie the anticipation of large reward instruc- Temporal relations between discharge rates of GO-related activity and behavioral reaction times. A: examples of histograms and raster plots of spike discharges in a GO-type neuron (Fig. 7D ) after GO instructions with both a large and a small reward. Bin size is 10 ms. Green marks are releasemovement onsets (reaction times) in each trial. The raster displays are reordered according to the reaction time of the trial. Shaded areas on the raster plots are the time windows (600 ms) for evaluating discharge rate of the GO-related activity. B: scatterplot of standardized regression coefficients of discharge rate for reaction time (ordinate) against those for reward size (abscissa) in GO-related activities. Filled circles show the neurons with significant regression coefficients with reaction time (P Ͻ 0.05). tions based on their associated actions oriented to the cue position. In other words, it may play a major role in mediating the processes leading from reward value mapping of actions to value-based selection of the actions. Our results complement and extend those of previous studies of the caudate nucleus that examined related issues. A subset of caudate neurons exhibited "pretarget" anticipatory activity when a large reward is predicted after saccades to a target in position-reward mapping (Lauwereyns et al. 2002b; Takikawa et al. 2002) or colorreward mapping (Lauwereyns et al. 2002a ). The caudate anticipatory activity may create an advance bias on the eye movements to large-reward-associated targets through downstream circuits in the substantia nigra, superior colliculus, and brain stem (Hikosaka et al. 2006) . The preinstruction activity of putamen neurons observed during the instructed limb-movement tasks in the present study may similarly participate in the advance bias on the large-reward action options yet to be instructed.
Conversely, preinstruction activity may suppress the smallreward action options. In this case, there may be two groups of striatal neurons-one that creates advance facilitation (positive bias) of the processing of higher-value actions and the other that creates advance suppression (negative bias) of lower-value actions. We take a stand on this view for two reasons. First, about one half of the projection neurons examined in the putamen and caudate nucleus parametrically encoded positive reward values of actions and the others encoded negative values of actions during the premovement delay period of free-choice hand-and eye-movement tasks (Lau and Glimcher 2008; Samejima et al. 2005) . Second, putamen neurons with postinstruction activity tuned to the action with a small-reward outcome were about as equally prevalent as neurons tuned to the action with a large-reward outcome (Fig. 8) . Recent behavioral study also suggests a reward-induced suppression bias on saccade to nonpreferred targets (Ding and Hikosaka 2007) .
Positive and negative action values are numerical representations of the desirability of action options incorporated in reinforcement learning theories (Doya 2000; Montague et al. 2004; Sutton and Barto 1998) . Accumulating evidence suggests that the action values of multiple alternatives are updated in the striatum based on action outcomes and are used for decision making and action selection by comparing them adaptively (Lau and Glimcher 2008; Samejima et al. 2005 ). The advance bias of facilitating higher-value actions and of suppressing lower-value actions may underlie a component process of action selection. The desirability of stimuli or a behavioral state independent of subsequent actions, state value, is represented in the neuronal activity of the orbitofrontal cortex (Padoa-Schioppa and Assad 2006) and the amygdala (Belova et al. 2008; Paton et al. 2006 ). To generate highervalue actions, the value of stimuli or state may be remapped to a concrete action plan in the lateral intraparietal cortex (Platt and Glimcher 1999; Sugrue et al. 2004) , lateral prefrontal cortex (Kobayashi et al. 2002; Matsumoto et al. 2003) , and supplementary eye field and premotor cortex (Roesch and Olson 2003) . Thus action value signals represented in the striatum (Lau and Glimcher 2008; Samejima et al. 2005 ) and the medial frontal cortex (Matsumoto et al. 2007 ) may depend on the remapping of abstract valuation to a concrete action in the parietal cortex.
Neurons with both pre-and postinstruction activity had characteristic activities (Supplemental Table S2 ): selective and consistent activation related to one of two action-reward combinations during the preinstruction period and large-reward actions in the four action-reward associations during the postinstruction period. This is consistent with a previous study, in which a large subset of single caudate neurons exhibited both precue, anticipatory activity selective to a specific position or color of saccade target and postcue activity encoding the anticipated large-reward cues (Lauwereyns et al. 2002a ). Conversely, we found that the most prevalent activity was selective to one of two large-reward actions during the preinstruction period and their counterparts during the postinstruction period (Supplemental Fig. S5 ). Thus the putamen neurons might be involved in the anticipation of particular instructions associated with large-reward actions and their motivated execution on instruction; the putamen might also play a role in suppressing the unanticipated, small-reward counterpart action. It is important to know whether the difference between neuronal activities found in the present study and the eyemovement-related activity observed by Lauwereyns et al. (2002a) reflects distinct manners of processing between the caudate nucleus and putamen, or between oculomotor and limb movement tasks, and/or between the processing of sensory (cognitive) and action signals.
Neurons with GO-or NOGO-related activity after the actionreward instructions were a major class of task-related neurons. In these neurons, instructed actions were encoded in association with a large or small reward in a number of different combinations, such as GO(LR), NOGO(LR), GO(SR), and NOGO(SR). A considerable subset of neurons was modulated by reward size, position of the NOGO instruction, and/or direction of the GO responses (Figs. 9 and 10) . Most of these neurons had a higher selectivity to reward size than to cue position or GO-response direction. Additionally, a burst of discharge in a majority of GO(LR)-type and GO-type neurons occurred several tens of milliseconds after the GO actions had been initiated; a small number of neurons started discharging before the onset of the GO reaction (Fig. 11B) . Therefore the postinstruction activity in the putamen seems to participate in the limb-movement action control in an indirect, supportive manner. Alternatively, action-related activity in the putamen may help to maintain information of actions and their reward values to evaluate ongoing actions in relation to the expected values of their outcomes. For such a mechanism, variable combinations of information about action type, reward size, and direction encoded in the postinstruction activity may play indispensable roles.
Another remarkable aspect of our findings is that neurons encoding small-reward actions were as abundant as neurons encoding large-reward actions in their postinstruction activity (Fig. 6) . What role does the activity of this small-reward action-related neurons play? We proposed the possible involvement of preinstruction activity in creating advance facilitation of the processing of higher value actions and advance suppression of lower value actions. In this regard, postinstruction activity encoding small-reward actions may play an important role in the undesirable actions in a less-motivated manner, but in more direct control in terms of its early onset with respect to behavioral responses. Interestingly, although few neurons were recorded from monkey SJ, there were disproportionally frequent encounters with NOGO(SR)-type neurons, which might be related to the fact that monkey SJ performed GO(SR) responses with the longest reaction times among the three monkeys (Fig. 1C) . We found previously, using the same behavioral task as in the present study, that over one half of the "long-latency-facilitation (LLF)"-type neurons in the monkey centromedian nucleus (CM) of the thalamus were selectively activated when a small-reward option of two alterative actions [either GO(SR) or NOGO(SR)] was instructed and executed (Kimura et al. 2004; Minamimoto et al. 2005 ). Thus they were highly small reward action-specific, but had poor selectivity to the action type. Because the CM and the parafascicular nucleus (PF) of the thalamus are the origins of glutamatergic thalamostriatal projections (Fujiyama et al. 2006; Groenewegen and Berendse 1994; Smith et al. 2004; Steriade et al. 1997) , postinstruction activity of the putamen neurons, especially the activity of GO(SR) and NOGO(SR) neurons, may be under special influence of the thalamostriatal projections (Kimura et al. 2004; Matsumoto et al. 2001; Minamimoto et al. 2009 ).
In conclusion, the present results support our view that a variety of classes of neurons in the striatum play pivotal and distinct roles in representing value signals assigned to individual actions and in transforming them into motivated or unmotivated actions by selectively encoding actions in an expected reward-size-associated manner. The delayed onset and direction selectivity of the action-related activity of most putamen neurons suggests its role in evaluating and guidance of ongoing actions toward their expected outcomes and directions. It may also help in updating values of the actions depending on prediction error signals of reward conveyed by midbrain dopamine neurons, as reinforcement learning models suggest.
